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 The tunnels play an important role in developing countries and in communities are vital 

arteries. So, safety and stability of such structures is important in engineering is 
important because it predicts and analyzes the behavior of the structures surrounding 

them, it is very complicated and difficult. The forces involved in the design of 

structures that are not well known, are the earthquake forces. Has long been believed to 
be due to exposure to the soil environment, the earthquake has no significant effect on 

the tunnel. But it is now clear that these structures are due to be buried and length, have 
some characteristics that made their seismic behavior distinct from the majority of the 

surface structures. Buried structures, particularly tunnels depending on the geometry, 

the depth of the surface of various factors geotechnical, structural and seismic 
earthquake show different behaviors of themselves. The most important points in the 

design of tunnels should be considered is the uncertainty about the parameters of the 

soil and seismic parameters. Although losses incurred in these structures during an 
earthquake are less than the superficial structures, but studies suggest that can be severe 

at times the force-bearing structures as a result of earthquake damage. In Iran, too, 

according to the country seismicity and increasing construction of tunnels and 
underground structures in different regions of the country, it is necessary to have a 

comprehensive study done in the field of seismic design of tunnels. An important issue 

in the design and analysis of the seismic performance of the tunnel and in fact, a careful 
study of seismic stability of road and rail tunnels can be considered as the main topic in 

tunnel engineering. Many tunnels are constructed in areas with high seismic potential. 

Given that these tunnels are often forced transition location and the route so it cannot be 
changed, and, on the possibility of earthquakes with high damage on them, so a plan to 

construct a safe and efficient tunnel is required. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Probably the first tunnel began by residents in the Stone Age to develop their homes through excavations. 

This suggests that in their efforts to make excavations have been looking for ways to improve their living 

conditions. Prior to the civilization of ancient Rome, Egypt, Greece, India and the Far East, and Northern Italy, 

all hand drill was used in most of the processes associated with fire arms for digging tunnels, water conveyance 

and tombs. 

 In Iran, several thousand years ago, in order to the use of underground water, the tunnels are dogged that are 

called dug canals that some arrive over 70 kilometers or more. The aqueduct of Iran has been met more than 

50,000 courses. Interestingly, the numerous, long and deep canals, with very primitive tools have been 

excavated. Roman aqueduct was prolific in the making and digging the tunnels. They were also the first instance 

of the Camera Raw engineering and dig tunnels in order to control the level and digging the tunnels. 

 The importance of construction of tunnels in ancient times is where Experts have been considered the 

tunnel indicates the growth of culture and civilization, particularly the development of technical and economic 

capacity of the community. Early civilizations quickly realized the importance of the tunnels as the access to 

minerals and natural materials such as flint, due to its importance to life. They also were included the use of a 

wide range of roof over the grave or the bus to commute to transfer water. Military applications of Tunnels, 

particularly the capacity to evade or ways to attack the enemy base and Castle, another important aspect were 

the use of tunnels in early civilizations. Tunnel coincided with the Industrial Revolution, in particular for 
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transport, can be greatly improved. Tunneling channel helped the development of this industry; especially in the 

18th and 19th centuries was a major contribution in England. 
 Channels were one of the foundations of the Industrial Revolution and could make a reduction in very large 
scale to transportation costs. Mine tunnel with a length of 157 m on channel of Dumidi was the first tunnel pass 
in the south of France in the modern era, was built in 1681 and was built with the use of drilling and blasting 
powder. In Britain, James is also overseeing the design and construction in 18th century, more than 580 
kilometers of canals and several tunnels, and was known as the father of the channel and the channel tunnel. In 
1759 the construction of a canal along the 16 kilometers of a coal mine Duke Bred connected Juvater to the city 
of Manchester. Economic impact of the completion of the canal was half of the price of coal mining in the city 
and creates a virtual monopoly for the mine. In the early nineteenth century, there are no structures to cross the 
river downstream of the Times, and 3,700 pedestrians were forced 3 km from the boat with a detour route during 
the Router-height to Vipnyg. To build a tunnel to the river bottom stopped because of the falling sediments are 
not suitable. But in 1820 a man named Marc Irambard Brunel from France raised the idea of using shields and in 
1825, began the work to build a tunnel between Router-height and Vipnyg despite several floods and it was 
opening in 1843. The tunnel was named Thomas and was the first underwater tunnel dug without any diversion 
of river. In other cases, the large drainage tunnels, such as Karen Hill tunnel with a length of 7 km in the UK, 
have great significance in the development of the mining industry. Of course, reviewing the history of the 
development of methods and techniques show that the expression in the art of tunneling like many other art 
fields most of the development was in the past century and is continued up to now. 
 
Evaluation of earthquake damage to tunnels in Japan: 
 Many tunnels have been constructed in Japan; hence in the tunnel vision is located among the most 
advanced countries. Given the severity of the earthquake in Japan and the importance of earthquake phenomena 
in the country, numerous reports of earthquake damage to tunnels in the country have been released. Kanto 
Earthquake (Kanto) earthquake in 1923 that was the first earthquake that damaged more than 100 tunnels. Then 
again, the 1930 earthquake and 1978 Kita-Izu, Izu- Oshima- Kinkai 1964, Nigata were reported severe damage 
in many tunnels in the quake-hit areas. Table 1-1 shows the earthquake damage to tunnels in Japan from 1923 to 
1993. 
 
Table 1: Consequences of various tunnels in the earthquake in Japan from 1923 to 1993. 

Damages Magnitude of 
earthquake 

Name and year of the earthquake 

Immense damage to more than 100 tunnels in the 
southern Kanto region 

7.9 Kita 1923 

Slight damage to the railroad tunnel in the epicentral 7.3 Kita- Tango 
1927 Table 1: Consequences of various tunnels in the 

earthquake in Japan from 1923 to the year of 1993 
Immense damage to a railway tunnel at the junction 

of the earthquake fault 
7.3 Kita- Izu 

1930 
Severe damage to the railroad tunnel at a distance of 

about 8 km away from the earthquake fault 
7.1 Foukui 

1948 
Slight damage to 10 railroad tunnel in Hokkaido 8.2 Tukai- uki 

1958 
Cracking induced damage to the water tunnel 7 Kita- Minou 

1961 
 
Table 2: Consequences of various tunnels in the earthquake in Japan from 1923 to 1993. 

Damages Magnitude of earthquake Name and year of the earthquake 
Immense damage to about 20 railway tunnels and a tunnel 

Road 
7.5 Nigata 

1964 
Slight damage to 23 railroad tunnel in Hokkaido 7.9 Tukachi- Eki 

1968 
Immense damage to 9 and 4 railway tunnels, road tunnels 

a restricted area 
7 Ayzou- Ushima- Kinkaei 

1978 
Slight damage to six railway tunnels in the area of Miyagi 

The severity of injuries was greater 
7.4 Miagy Ken- UKi 

1978 
Minor damage to six railroad tunnel near Urakava 7.1 Uraka- uki 

1982 

Minor damage to 8 railroad tunnel in Akita and...  7.7 Nihounkay- chubu 
1983 

Cracking caused damage to a tunnel 6.8 Nagoken- Sibo 
1984 

Damage to the wall of a railway line production Kina Gava- 
Yamanashy 

6.7 Chitaken- Toohu- Uki 
1987 

Immense damage to a road tunnel 6.6 Notohanto-uki 
1993 

Immense damage to a road tunnel under the impact of falling 
Stone 

7.8 Hukaydou- Nansi- uki 
1993 
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 One of the most recent events in Japan rigors of underground tunnels that lead to damage in the earthquake, 

or Kobe earthquake in 1995 was Hyoguken- Nanbu. Major damage was to underground facilities in the quake of 

three underground rail stations in the city of Kobe. The station Daikaei central pillars of fracture shear 

deformation caused by the earthquake and its cargo capacity lost as a result of roof collapse due to its own 

weight. Since the design of the station was considered according to the standard design of the static loads, the 

side walls and shear anchors had no central column. Also, the occurrence of the earthquake was relatively severe 

injuries to more than 30 tunnels with a total of 100 tunnels in the area. The most common types of injuries were 

in Birshiroy crown cracks and collapsed stone wedge, the fractures associated with rock fall from the ceiling and 

walls and a stone dropped from the junction of the concrete components. The earthquake caused damages to 

about 110 tunnels in this area that were evaluated over a half billion dollars. 

 

Daikaei subway in Japan (Kobe): 

 Earthquake Hyogukan - Lombo in 1995 caused a major setback in the underground train station in Kobe, 

Japan, in the design of seismic stations in 1962, no specific predictions were fulfilled. This station is the first 

modern underground structure that was failed and destroyed during the earthquake. The roof slab warp was 

removed and cracks appear with width of 250-150 mm in the longitudinal direction. The separation was caused 

by a large number of connections. Also, there was considerable water sat through several cracks in the slab 

foundation and the slab cracks were observed. Central columns that have much less diagonal shear 

reinforcement than the flexural reinforcement suffered loss or damage of debacle was left to shedding. Pillars of 

the zigzag diagonally were found to be reinforced with steel reinforcing rods without the reinforcement of the 

columns that were without armed armatures did not bent. 

 
Fig. 1-1: Schemaic plan of destruction of subway station of Daikaei. 

 

Background in the analysis and design of buried structures: 

 Due to interaction with the surrounding environment and the lack of facilities in the area of the full model 

set of structures, soil and water analysis of underground structures in dynamic mode is very complex and 

difficult issue. 

 One of the first people that has investigated the work of earthquakes on underground structures Newmark; 

he presented an easy way to calculate the effect of the 1968 earthquake loads over long tunnels and calculate the 

relative strain of underground piping structures (Arghand, Sh. 2006). 

 In 1969, Kusel for calculation of earthquake forces on linear tunnels devised a simple method. However, in 

most cases, is the basis for the construction works of other researchers (Arghand, Sh, 2008). Douglas and 

Warsaw in 1971 provide the results of analyzes of the design of a tunnel covered under earthquake. In 1974, 

Iayashi and Kribayashi were examined the dynamic behavior of shallow underground structures. In 1979, Mr. 

Lee and Trifunk are studied the reaction of underground tunnels under the effect of shear waves (Aslanpour, S. 

and M. Plasi, 2001). 

 In 1981, he and Mr. Own and Scholl have been published detailed research Design of large underground 

structures against earthquakes in this field (Bazyar, M.H., 2012). 

 In 1982, Berg did some research on the design of tunnels under earthquake actions. In 1983, Agrawale 

revised Mr. Newmark's work. In 1987, St.jone and Zahra have been presented an article in terms of design and 

elongated circular tunnel against earthquake (Bargi, Kh. 2000). 

 Also in that year, Penn Changash conducted a preliminary study on the seismic performance of the rail 

tunnels. In 1991, Mansess worked in the analysis and design of underground structures.  Also this year, Wang 

presented a paper that General methods were reviewed for the design and analysis of circular tunnels under 

earthquake loads and complemented the work of others (Behzadinejad, H., 2009). 

 In 1996 by Kusel provide a simple way in the analysis and design of linear tunnels. Sakuraii and Takahashi 

(1996) have done a research continuing on the work of Mr. Newmark. In the same year, Dan and Bonabian have 

already done the research on numerical methods in this direction and Stamos and Sekos have presented the 

results of their work to work on numerical methods in a three-dimensional environment. 

 In 1998, Hosseini Arjemandi has investigated the behavior of underground water tunnels and ducts in the 

seismic zones. In the same year Nazarpour had conducted the stepwise numerical effect on the stress distribution 
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around the tunnel excavation in soft terrain payment. In 2000, Gishtasbi used to assess the impact on the 

stability of tunnels by the seismic loads. In the same year, Mokhtari and Shakib did the assessment of seismic 

behavior of the coverage of reinforced concrete tunnel. 

 Hshash in 2001 provided an article contained the work of people who until then had worked in this case, 

and presented the new technology of the case (Braja M. DAS., 1998). In the same year, Mirmirani investigated 

the effect of earthquakes on tunnels. Sadaghiani and Habib Beigi provided methods mentioned in the earthquake 

resistant for dynamic analysis of underground spaces. 

 Plasi and Aslanpour performed analytical techniques in the same year compared with a numerical method 

in the load cover tunnels. Again in 2001, Vahdany, Farzaneh and Barandeh discussed the convergence-

proximity technique in section Dayrus. 

 In 2003 Sharifi Boroujerdi, a Delbari and Mortazavi acted jointed to compare design methods for 

underground spaces in environments. 

 Fahimifar and Vakilzadeh in 2009, did the analytical and numerical analysis of the deformation of circular 

tunnels under seismic loads. 

 In 2008, Jane Zhyaou Guangzhou and Hong Lee Zhyaou presented the dynamic behavior of the interface in 

deep tunnels are constructed by solving the equations. In 2012, Keikha, Haute, Muhammad Ali and Moayedi 

began to investigate the effect of discontinuities on stability of rock blocks the tunnel. 

 

Study of simulation software in the field of seismic modeling tunnels: 

 In 2002, Kuo Sheng Bing conducted a two-dimensional dynamic analysis of underground structures under 

horizontal and vertical seismic forces. In the same year, Soleimani did the Stability Analysis and Design of 

Tunnel No. 2 of Freeway north- Tehran using the UNWEDGE software. 

 In 2003 Ignatius P. Lam and Herbert Klav investigated Seismic Building tunnels to the stability of portal 

frames during drilling of the frame tunnel under deformation caused by the earthquake evaluated by UDEC 

software. 

 In 2004, Zheng Hong, Zhang Wei and Bi Jeong were performed the seismic performance of underground 

tunnels by the application FLAC2D a non-linear analysis. In 2007, Lee and Yang Lavsan and Yang Zhyaou Lee 

evaluated the seismic performance of tunnels with large cross-examined by the software FLAC3D. 

 In 2005 Pakbaz and Yareevand examined tunnel dynamic behavior using numerical methods and programs 

CA2 in the two-dimensional (Bernard, M., 2005). Recent named persons also were studied and compared in 

2005 analytical closed solutions with the numerical methods in the two-dimensional Plaxis programs. Also in 

that year, Syaou modeled the inter-section areas adjacent shaft tunnel ventilation HSUEHSHAN behavior by the 

software FLAC3D. 

 In 2002 Blodourth in his thesis initiated on the analysis of three-dimensional effect of tunnel construction 

on adjacent structures using ANSYS. Mousavi and Ahmadi in 2003 compared the numerical modeling 

techniques jointed rock mass in tunnels. 

 In 2010, a core team of technical engineers design the across Japan Railway Tunnel interface Hakkouda by 

Civil3D and CG software. Inter-section has a pumping chamber and therefore has a very complex structure. 

 In the same year, Akbarzadeh Brenji and Pakbaz did Tohid tunnel stability analysis in Tehran during the 

construction of the using PLAXIS software. In 2010, has been designed by a comprehensive software program 

for the design of tunnels in rock using discrete components, led by Hemmati. In the same year, Trin, Burke and 

Lou compare two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations to model the behavior of tunnels in areas 

poorly. Sharif and Ghorbani in 2011, examined the impact rock mass characteristics on the seismic performance 

of the water tunnel using software UDEC. 

 In 2012 Jodeiri is studied the effects of earthquakes on underground structures by the software MIDAS 

GTS. 

 

Changes in the parameters of the selected nodes: 
 The main objective of this study was to determine the more accurate determine the parameters discussed in 

the area of the intersection of main tunnel and tunnel access, attempt to select the number of nodes and changes 

the node's parameters. 

 How to select the nodes should be such that clear picture of the quantities changes discussed by changing 

the angle of approach to the tunnels. It also should be selected nodes and the discussion the entire area is 

covered. For this purpose we selected the 7 nodes in the intersection of two tunnels attempted to determine the 

parameters in them. 

 These nodes were chosen so that front interface from floor to ceiling, divided into 45-degree angles, and 

changes in their quantities were discussed. The two dots in the middle belt area which was a turning point in the 

parameter values were chosen and the calculations were made for them. 

 To continue the investigation, the selection of the nodes in the floor, ceiling and central belt tunnels the 

main and subsidiary operations is done. How to select the parts of the eye and admit this provision might  
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discussed in these parameters change in interfacial area that is closely aligned. The following figure shows the 

location of the node in question: 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-1: Midsection selected node interface. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-2: Tie optional ceiling and central belt Interface. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-3: Selected nodes to the main tunnel and access. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-4: Identifies some areas in order to determine the plastic strain at the interface 

 

Changes at the bottom of the interface: 

Changes in acceleration: 
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Fig. 5-5: In the bottom of the interface acceleration changes in soil triple type earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-6: Changes in land grab on the floor of the intersection of two to three earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-7: Changes in soil of three acceleration at the bottom of the interface triple earthquakes. 

 

Stress Changes: 
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Fig. 5-8: Deficit in the bottom of the interface changes in soil triple type earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-9: Deficit in the bottom of the interface changes in soil triple type earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-9: Deficit in the bottom of the interface changes in soil type, three for triple earthquakes. 

 

Displacement Changes: 
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Fig. 5-10: Shift changes at the interface between the ground floor of a triple earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-11: Shift changes at the interface between the ground floor of the triple earthquakes. 

 

Changes in 45-degree intersection: 

Changes in point A: 

 Figures 5-5 and 5-6 and 5-7 represent the intersection of two tunnels in seismic changes in floor 

acceleration of a trilogy. 

 In Figure 5-5, we see that the acceleration in the tunnel interface on the soil type, the maximum rate of 

change is a moderate earthquakes. It can be seen soil type, angle of 30 degrees to the lowest stress values for 

earthquakes large, medium and small, with figures 6.91 and 3.24, and 0.451, respectively. 

 In Figure 5-6, we see that the accelerator tunnel to the soil type, the maximum rate of change is for 

moderate earthquakes. In the second soil type 30 ° angle show the least amount of momentum. The acceleration 

values are respectively 5.70 for large earthquakes, 2.22 moderate earthquakes and 0.397 for small earthquake. 

 As you can see in Figure 5-7, again at an angle of 30 degrees the acceleration has its lowest rate. The order 

parameter are of 4.26 for large earthquakes, 1.60 moderate earthquakes and 0.377 for small earthquakes. 

Maximum rate of change is in accordance with the criteria for moderate earthquakes. 

 Figures 5-8 and 5-9, and 5-9 represent the variation of interfacial tension at the bottom of the tunnel in 

earthquake trilogy. 

 In Figure 5-8, we see that the amount of stress on the tunnel interface on the soil type is the maximum rate 

of change for the large earthquake. It can be seen that the soil type, angle of 30 degrees has the lowest stress 

values for earthquakes large, medium and small, with values of 3.51, 1.65 and 1.006, respectively. 

 In Figure 5-9, it can be seen that the stress of tunnel and soil type in a small earthquake has the highest rate 

of changes. The second type is the soil show a minimum stress values with angle of 30 degrees. The stress 

values are respectively 5.19 for large earthquakes, 2.78 moderate earthquakes and 1.48 for small earthquakes. 
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 As it can be seen in Figure 5-10 again at an angle of 30 degrees, the acceleration has its lowest rate that 

these parameters are for large earthquakes, moderate earthquakes and small earthquake respectively, 7.27, 5.09, 

and 2.545. Maximum rate of change is expected under way for small earthquakes. 

 Figures 5-10 and 5-11 and 5-12 suggest moving on the floor of the tunnel interface triple earthquakes. 

 In Figure 5-10, we see that the tunnel displacements at the interface between the soil types has the 

maximum rate of change for moderate earthquakes. It can be seen that the first soil type with angle of 30 

degrees show the lowest stress values for large, medium and small earthquakes are showed with 490, 101 but for 

small earthquakes the angle of 20 degrees to 10.45 mm, shows minimal displacement. 

 In Figure 5-11, it can be seen that the tunnel displacements to the second soil type shows the maximum rate 

of change is in large earthquakes. The second type of the soil shows stress values with a minimum angle of 30 

degrees. The stress values are respectively 489 mm for large earthquakes, 99 mm moderate earthquakes and 

10.54 mm for small earthquakes. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The present study examined 81 different categories of road geometry, soil and Earthquake spectra and the 

model is applied to the study of nearly 3888 nodes - various parameters, in general, the following conclusions 

can be harvested and witnesses: 

1. Modification and processing of earthquake acceleration  time history record (if applicable), the 

earthquake frequency  content should be unchanged. 

2. It appears that the rate of change of acceleration  afford, deviator stress at the interface between 

the medium and large earthquakes linked to each other. 

3. In general, moderate earthquakes, the rate of change of acceleration parameter of outcome, the 

effect of dynamic loading, earthquake, and earthquakes are more likely than other types. 

4. In general, small earthquakes, the stress  parameter changes, the effect of dynamic loading, earthquake, 

and earthquakes are more likely than other types. 

5. The rate of change of acceleration values tent, in various soils, medium and large earthquakes are 

the same. But a small earthquake this song is different. 

6. Grab the outcome of the intersections of small earthquakes in all types of soil for incident angles 

between 20 and 30 degrees, the lowest value. 

7. Grab the outcome of the common denominator in all three types of earthquakes and in all types of 

soil for incident angles between 0 and 10 degrees, the highest value. 

8. Grab the outcome of the interface in medium and large earthquakes for all types of soil for incident 

angles between 30 and 40 degrees, the lowest value. 

9. Tensions in the region of parameter variations on the tunnel interface, the application of dynamic 

earthquake loading for the three soil types, small earthquakes are more likely than other types of earthquakes. 

10. In all three types of earthquakes, the greatest amount of stress  is on soil type III occurs then the first 

and second types of soil are located. 
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